LIST OF "A" ITEMS

for: 2588th meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
(Justice and Home Affairs)
at: Luxembourg, Tuesday 8 June 2004

   8182/04 EUROJUST 22
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 13.5.04

2. Draft Council conclusions on the re-examination of the legal basis, format and use of the
   EU Travel Document
   9741/04 MIGR 42
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 26.5.04

   9956/04 EUROPOL 34
   8858/04 EUROPOL 24
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 3.6.04

4. Europol work programme 2005
   9957/04 EUROPOL 35
   9546/04 EUROPOL 25
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 3.6.04
5. Amending budget for SISNET for the year 2004
   9707/04 SIRIS 62 COMIX 354
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 3.6.04

6. Committee of the Regions
   – Appointment of Mr Jörg HAIDER (AT), member, and Mr Josef MARTINZ (AT),
     alternate member
   9751/04 CDR 68
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 3.6.04

7. Committee of the Regions
   – Appointment of Ms Bärbel DIECKMANN (DE), alternate member
   9868/04 CDR 70
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 3.6.04

8. Committee of the Regions
   – Appointment of Mr Rolf HARLINGHAUSEN
   9925/04 CDR 72
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 3.6.04

9. Relations with the ACP States and the OCT
   – Proposal for a Council Decision fixing the financial contributions to be paid by the
     Member States contributing to the European Development Fund (second instalment
     for 2004)
   9739/04 ACP 96 FIN 259 PTOM 23
   9857/04 ACP 97 FIN 262 PTOM 24
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 3.6.04

10. Public access to documents
    – Follow-up to the complaint made by Mr Daniel FRÖHLICH to the European
        Ombudsman (2371/2003/GG)
        9161/04 OMBUDS 24 INST 142 INF 76 JUR 237
    – Confirmatory application by Mr Steve PEERS (1/04)
        9439/04 INF 80 API 47 JUR 244
    approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 3.6.04

"A" item submitted to the Representatives of the Governments of the Member States, meeting
within the Council

11. Draft Resolution of the Representatives of the Governments of the Member States, meeting
    within the Council, of 8 June 2004 supplementary to the Resolutions of 23 June 1981,
    30 June 1982, 14 July 1986 and 10 July 1995 concerning the introduction of a passport of
    uniform pattern
    10038/1/04 REV 1 JAI 188
    approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 3.6.04